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• “It will take a lot of  
good communication 
so that people 
understand what the 
risks are and feel 
comfortable going 
back to work or 
school.” 

•Bill Gates

•April 23, 2020



THREE YEARS, TWO PANDEMICS
https://tinyurl.com/mpoxcomms https://tinyurl.com/coronaviruscomms

BC, Ontario, Spain, US, Nigeria

BC, Ontario, Canada, Senegal, Taiwan,

New Zealand, South Korea, Germany, 

Norway, Sweden, Denmark

https://tinyurl.com/mpoxcomms
https://tinyurl.com/coronaviruscomms


Source: Tworek et al. 
(2020)
https://democracy.a
rts.ubc.ca/2020/11/
14/covid-19/



RELY ON AUTONOMY

1) Clear guidelines and hygiene 
measures (e.g. mask-wearing, 
distancing) over implementing a full 
lockdown

2) Trust in the population and 
rapport-building over shaming and 
blaming

3) High trust = high autonomy

Dr. Bonnie Henry

Chief Medical Officer, British Columbia



ATTEND TO VALUES, EMOTIONS, AND 
STORIES

Humour over RumourConversations through Covid



PULL IN CITIZENS AND CIVIL 
SOCIETY

• Learnt from Ebola
• Religious leaders
• Rap songs
• Graffiti artists (RBS) in 

Dakar



INSTITUTIONALIZE
COMMUNICATIONS

• Reforms post-SARS in Taiwan

• Legal and institutional reforms 
post-MERS in South Korea



“RADICAL TRANSPARENCY” 
(Audrey Tang, Digital Minister, Taiwan)



DESCRIBE IT 
DEMOCRATICALLY

• “Relay race” (South Korea)
• 2020 April Elections had 

highest voter turnout of  
66% in 28 years

• “Team of  five million” (NZ)

• Hurricanes, wildfires (BC)

• Avoiding military metaphors





Types of  Problematic Communication

• Threats
• Often ambiguous, assessment is difficult (e.g., “Nuremberg trials”)

• Hate speech / identity-targeted
• Anti-Asian, antisemitic, sexist, transphobic, etc., and hate group discourse

• Conspiracies about pandemic and responses
• Themes: ‘Sinister origins,’ ‘Corrupt Elites,’ ‘Injury or death,’ ‘Freedoms lost’

• Accusations of  incompetence
• Vigorous criticism vs. hostile attacks on reputation

• Comes from both sides, including “letting children die”



Consequences

• Safety

• Psychological health and wellbeing

• Professional security

• Ability or willingness to communicate
• Cleaning up “pollution” of  online spaces

• Intense politicization of  health policies

• Playing the platforms’ game



Conclusion

“What provides hope is that in this age of  

unparalleled scientific tools,

instant communication, and fresh lessons

to apply from this pandemic, the world 

has a real opportunity to make COVID-19 

the last pandemic of  such devastation.”



https://democracy.ubc.ca


